To: Dr. Stephen Grimm, Superintendent

From: Joseph Barretta, Assistant Superintendent for Business

Date: November 5, 2015

Re: Disposal of District Property

I am recommending approval to dispose various musical equipment (see attached list) that the District is no longer utilizing.

Please let me know if you have any questions.

Thank You.
Music Equipment for Disposal

2 Ludwig Marching Bass Drums...Vintage 1980s...no harnesses

1 Yamaha Bass Drum Stand...Broken

1 Stingray Marching Bass Drum...Vintage 1980s*

2 Stingray Quads...No hardware...Vintage 1980s*

2 Stingray Snare Drums...missing hardware and heads....Vintage 1980s*

2 Ludwig Timpani....antique with broken pedals

10 Broken/Duct-taped marching harnesses

6 Ludwig Concert Toms....Vintage 1970s...no mounting systems **

* Stingray drums could potentially be repaired and sold, however finding hardware would require searching vintage shops/sites and eBay.

**Ludwig Concert Toms sound good, but vinyl covering is missing and/or deteriorating. There are no stands to properly mount these drums. Finding stands would require searching Vintage shops/sites and/or eBay.